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Abstraet 
A new neural network architecture for inn-ernental supervised learning of a.Jlalog rnultidi-
mensional rnaps is introduced. TIH~ architecture, called Gaussian ARTMAI\ is a synthesis of 
a Gaussian classif-ier and an Adapt.ive Resonanc-e Theory (AR.T) neural network, achieved by 
deHning the AR.T choice function as the discrirninant function of a Caussian classifwr with 
separable dist.ributions, and the AH..T rnatch function as Uw same, but with the a priori proba-
bilities of the distributions diseountecl. VVhile Gaussian ARTMA P retains the attra.d.ive parallel 
cornput.ing and fast learning properties of fuzzy ARTMAl\ it learns a rnorl~ d1lc.ient internal 
representation of a rna.pping while being rnore rr~sist.a.nt to nois<-~ than fuz,;y AllTMAP on a 
nurnber of benchrnark databases. Several sirnula.tions are presented which dcrnonstrat.e t.ha.t 
Caussian ARTMAP consistently obtains a. better trade-off of classification rate t.o nurnber of 
categories than fu:.-:;~,y AHTMAP. Results on a vowel dassiflc.ation problern are ah:io pref:ient.ed 
which dernonstra.tc: that (;aussia.n ARTMAP out.pe.rforms rnany other cla.<:>sifir~rs. 
Keywords: 
Pattern recognition, Adaptive Reson;wee T'lreory, Altl'MAP, Incremental learning, 
Sdf-organization, Noisy da.ta, Gaussian elassifi('r, Ra.dia.J basis function. 
1 Introduction 
Systems for incremental learning of mu.ltidimensiona.J maps build and update an internal repre-
senta.tion of the mapping on a ea.s(~ by east~ ba.sis <llld typie;rlly without mry a priori knowledge of 
tlw problmn domain. For ea.eh new training sample, whieh consists of a pair of input and output 
vl)<:tors, this intlmral representation is relined in order to improve future preclietion given a test 
smnple, whieh eonsists solely of an input veetor. Desirable ehn.rac:teristies of incrementa] learning 
syotnms are as i(lllows. 
Parallel computation. Usn simple loc<tl oper<ttions which are ouitabl<' for implementation in 
p;rraJlel harclwa.re. 
Fast learning. Lnarn the mapping quiekly and reliably from as few tra.ining samplns as possible. 
1This resea,rch was supported in part by ARPA (ONR N00011~92~.J--1015), t.he Natiollal Science Foundation (NSF 
IfU 90-00530), ;wd (he Oflice of Naval Research (ONR N00011-91-J.-4100). 
'l'he a.uthor wishes to t.hcu1k Steve Grossberg for vaJu<tble comments on t.he manuscript., and Na.t.alya Marku~on for 
helpful discussions. 
Efficient representation. Minimize the storag<? nequirPnwnt of th<' intPrnal represent<ttion while 
maxhnizing predictive a,ecuracy. 
Resistant to noise. Syst.Pm 's representation should remain etllcient even if data. <ne noisy. Train·· 
ing s<tmples often contain incorn,ct or inconsist<'nt input/output pairings, due to either errors 
in tlw collection of data, or to \lw intrinsic discriminative insufliciency of the data features. 
The development of incremental supervised learning systems has included a promising line of 
research investigating ARTMAP neural network an:hitectures. The most prominent ARTMAP 
system for classifying analog dat<t is fuzzy ARTMAP (FA), which has been shown to perform 
well in a. number of bnnchmarks with respect to other le<erning systems (Carpenter, Grossberg, 
<Wd Iizulm, 1992, Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, <end Rosen, 1992, <Wd (\npenter, 
Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991). In this paper, anew ARTMAP system called Gaussian ARTMAP 
(GA) is introduced. CA satisfies the a,bovc~ eriterht for inc:rement<tl le<trning systems better than 
FA bee<tuse it produces a, more eflieient rc'pres<mt<ttion and is mon• resista,nt to noise. 
This paper is org<tnized as follows. In Section 2, F'A is brieily nwi<~wed. In Seetion :l, ddkien-
cic~s of FA Me argued to stem from its fuzzy set ca,t;c~gory descriptions. An alternativc catcgory 
deseription using G<tussia.n distrihutions is proposed. Section ~ shows how eategories defined with 
Gaussi<w distributions a.rn used in Ciaussian ARTMAP by incorporating components of <1 Gaussian 
classifier into tlw AHT choice and match functions. Section 5 describes tlw <~qmttions of G<wssian 
AHT and Caussian ARTMAP. In Section G, CiA and FA are evahmt<•d on several data s0\s. 
2 Fuzzy AR.TMAP 
2.1 ART 
The supervis<~d learning ARTMAP architecture is ;m extension of tlw unsupm·vised clustering 
A HT (Adaptive Resonanee 'I'lwory) an:hitecture ( Ca.rp<mter, et al., 1991 ). An AHT network 
inerementa.Jly clusters its input into stable c<ttegories (Carpenter m1d Grosslwrg, 1987). The 
number of categories that are formed depends upon tlw vigilance paranwtnr, p, v./hic:h determines 
how "spn~ad out)) in fnatun~ space, according to the n0twork's distance UH::tric, samples cod(:d by 
the sa.me category ma.y he. A vital ART concq)t, is the sepa:ration of dwir:c and nwtch critm·ia. 
The choice function selects tlw nr~twork's current estimat<' of the category an input is most likely to 
belong to. The match function, on the otlwr hand, dct<mnines if the chosen category's template 
is suflieiently simihn to tlw input vector to satisfy p, the vigihtnee parameter. If the chosen 
category satisfic~s tlw match function, the system resonates and the category "ka.rns": its templa,te 
approadws th<~ input vector. If not, the category is reset, <tnd another category is chosen. If no 
existing category satisi1<'S the ma,tch criterion, then <l, new <:a,tegory is reeruitr.rl. Thus, AHT 
incrementally producr~s the number of categories JH'eessa,ry to represent ch1sV~rs of input samples, 
with the inelusivity of categori<?s inversr,ly related top. 
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2.2 ARTMAP 
ARTMAP c~xtends ART into a supervised learning system by cleverly taking advantage of ART's 
unsupervised clustering nwchanism (Caxpenter, r;t a!., 1991). In ARTMAP, the chosen ART cat-
egories (hidden units) learn prPdictions, which <nc; m<tppings to output classt'S, during training. If 
a chosen ART category makes the wrong prt;diction, then the vigilance pa,ranwter pis temporarily 
raised to the level requiH~d to resc;t the catl;gory. This match tracking proe<~ss guarantees that, for 
a. given input sample, the catPgory tha,t; resonates has a, lwttt~r match than all categories that are 
reset. Thus, the system organizes its clustering of the data ba.sod on predictive feedback from the 
lalwls it assigns to the dusters, as wdl as from how the data is distributed in feature space. 
2.3 Fuzzy ARTMAP 
Tlw most prominent ARTMAP systmn for classifying anaJog theta is hrzzy ARTMAP (C<npenter et 
aJ., 1992). Fuzzy AJtl' is <Ul extension of the original binary AHT 1 system to the analog domain 
through the usc; of tht; II AND fmzy operator instead of the n logieal intersection (Carpenter, 
Grossberg, and Rosc~n, 1991 ). 
With FA, an input vector I= 11, ••. ,/M is complement coded into I:=!,!'= {h, ... ,!M, 
JM+l = 1-11, ... ,12M= l-IM}· Each category j is initialized witlt a weight v1•ctor 'W; = 
w1 = · · · = w2M ·= I. Tlw choice function, 
( l/11-wl) J = argmax T;(I) = .. 1 , 1 · ~t+l'w;l ( J ) 
picks the non-reset category J with a combination or the best nm\ching weight vector II II w;l aml 
the smallest (i.e., most spt~dHc) weight veetor lw.il· The relative contributions oftlwse c.omponents 
is dcttmnined by a, the choice pammetnr. If ct is sma.ll, categories with sm<Cll weight vectors lw:il, 
a.nd thus htrgr. eategories in f<~attJn~ spaCt\ arr. favored; if o; is large, tlw opposite. 
The nmtch criterion, 
(2) 
requires tlmt a chosen ca,tegory's weight vector he suffieicently dose to the input vt;ctor. Dnt' to 
r:omplement coding, the' denominator III in (2) is c:onstant and can he ignored. Fast learning 
simply updatces the weight vector of the chosm1 eategory with 
'WJ :=I ll·w.;. ( :l) 
'I'hus, the !tmgth or all weight vectors is non-increasing over tinw. 
Each categoris 2Ivl-dimensiona1 W(~ight vN:tor ea.n lw vi(~wed a.s a .. n M-dimensiona.J hyperrecta.n-
glc, where the minimum and maximum v<clues of tlll' hypern;ctangle in each dimension correspond 
to the minimum and maximum values of all \he samples cockd by tlmt ea.tegory if fa.st lmnning is 
used. Thus, a small a gives advantage to large inclusive ca,tcgories (largp hypcrreetanglcs). Th.is 
g(meraJly causes the systmn to create fewer c:ategorit~s tha.n it 'vould if ft is large. 
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3 Fuzzy Sets vs. Gaussian Distributions 
Fuzzy AHTMAP has be<~n shown to JWrform well in c:m·ta.in benchmarks with resp<1ct to other 
learning systems. However, two potenti<tl W<'aknesses of F'A may he noted; 1) sensitivity to noise, 
and 2) ineflieiency of fuzzy c:at<~gories. 
3.1 Sensitivity to Noise 
When a FA C<ttegory j makes a. f<tlse prediction during training, it is reset. The category .i' 
which ends up coding that input sample must have a closer match, lw.i' II II > lw; II fl. So, if 
lw.i' II II = lw.i'l and lw; II II = lw.il (i.e., the tra.ining sa.mple falls within the intersection of the 
two hyperrect:mgles), then lw;•l > lwJI, and thus mtegory .i' nrust have a smaller hyperrectangle 
tlmn category j. When training <htta. are noisy, so that reg;ions of feature spa.ce essentially map 
randomly to diffen1nt predictions, FA proliferates categories. Becmwe s<ttisfaction of each reset 
often reqrrires <t smalh~r, more speciJlc ea.tegory as outlined :tbove, a succession of contradicting 
predictions in nea.rby, mnclom locations results in the contimml reeruitment of new c:1.tegories. This 
category proliferation problem is partly due to the fact that the choice a.nd match functions are 
llat within a ca.tegory's hylWrrN:ta.ngle, and partly due to the use of fa.st loa.rning. Tlw problem of 
e<ttngory proliferation in noise h<ts bPen addressed hy n~strieting the invocation of mateh traeking 
through an <1]Jpropriate use of slow le<trning of class predictions that enables the JH't.work to learn 
conditional prohahilities in a nonparametric setting (C:wpenter, Grossberg, a.nd Reynolds, Hl94). 
lh~re it is shown how category proliferation can be limited evmr during fast learning by modifying 
TWt\vork dynamics. 
3.2 Inefficiency of Fuzzy Categories 
A related problem with FA is the potential indlicil'ncy of fuzzy categories for representing distri-
butions of data. Ea,eh category is represented hy pnrhaps tlw simplest statistics a,bont its dctta: 
the minimum and maximum vaJues in eac:b dimenHion, \vhic:h an~ 1<-:anwd to conjointly minimize 
predictive error and maxim_lze predh:tive g;eneraJization. A hypcrrectangle represents the range 
of a.cepta.ble c<ttPgory vectors. Sucl1 a represent:ttion is perhaps bPs\ suited to da.t;c tha.t are uni-
formly distrihutod \vi thin hyperrecta;ngh~s. A "typic:aJ" clust(~r ofn~aJ data. may, h(nvevHr, he better 
cha.ra.cterized by the d:tta points shown in Figun' 1. The clustm of points is bounded hy <1 fuzzy 
cate>gory forming; a square in 2 dimensions (left), but is better fit by a. hounding circle (right). 
Note tlra.t in tlw corners of the squa.re, the ca.t<~gory hao inferred the exis\emce of dat:1 wiwre no 
<Wid<~nee c~xists. If this inferenee turns out to he nonpH~dictive, tlwn rww ea.tegories nra.y rwe1d to 
hP created to "chip awa.y a\" the conwrs, in order to provide correct classification in those areas 
of feature space. 
Figure 2 illustrates tlw way that this problem sca.les to higher dimensions by plotting a. ra.tio, 
the volum<' of a. hypersphere divided by th;ct of a hypm·euhe with equ;cl di:mwter, as a. funetion 
of dimension. As feature space <l]lproa.clws 10 dimensions, the volunw of a. fuzzy eatcgory is 
dominated by the corners, for wldeh little or no evidnnce lll<\Y exist. 
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Figurr' 2: Ra.tio of' volume of hypersphere to volume of hyperc:u be with same dianwtm·, as a function 
of the number of dimensions. 
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3.3 An Alternative Category Description: the Gaussian Distribution 
One uwful perspective for the problenr oflca.rning an input/ output mapping from a. set of examples 
is to look a,t tlw prohl<'.lll <ts one of hypersurf<tC<'. reconstruction. A el<tssica.J framework for this 
prohlem is approximation theory. In terms of a.pproxim<ttion, the problem of learning <>smooth 
mapping from examples is ill-posed, so a priori assumptions <>n' necessary. One of the wea.kest 
and most geneml <tssumptions is smoothness, an assumption which justifies the use of Gaussian 
distributions as ha.sis functions for construction of hypersurfaces (Coman\ a.nd Hilbert, 1962; 
Tikhonov <tnd Arscnin, 1977; Stone, 19K2, section 9.2; Poggio <tnd Girosi, 1989). 
Gaussian distributions have long b<'.en used for classification. Besid<'-S tlwir smoothness and 
generalization properties, Ga.ussian distributions an'- also ubiquitous in the real world because they 
n•sult from sumrning independent ra.ndom varia.bles. l now n'-view three diJl'erent types of elassiJiers 
which use Gmrssia.n distributions in order to motivate how to use Gaussian distributions, rather 
th<tn fuzzy interva.Js, to d<~fim'- c:awgories in a.n AHTMAP system. This <tpproach <tlso rais<>s the 
general problem of wlwtlwr tlwre exists a universal form factor that is optimal for all databas<es, 
or different form factors for different cla.ssns of data. 
3.3.1 The (}aussian Classifier 
'l'br Ga.u0sian dassiiler is a widely used paxa.metric classification technique, in \vhich each c1ass 
of da.ta is assumed to derive from a. Gaussian distribution, <J.]J(I so tlw probability that mr input 
sample lwlongs to each cl<tss is determined by tho pa.ra.nH~ters of its distribution. Thus, tnining tho 
system mnrely reqnin~s estimating the llll'<tns, covariances, and a priori probabilities of thn classes 
from the training dat<t (Dncla and Hart, 197:l, Ch<tptnr 2). The Gaussian classifier is optimal 
if tlw data. for <~<tc:h class do in fa.c:t: derive from a single' Gaussian disl;ribution. However, if this 
a.ssumption do<'s not hold, particula.rly if data. in the sa.mo chtss are multimodally distributed, tlwn 
the Gaussian classifi(-~r does not \vork ve:~ry \VC~ll. 
a.3.2 Potential Funetions 
'fhe potenthtl functions a.pproa.ch (similar to Parzen windows) synthesiz"s hypersurfaces by ccm-
tering a. poteuti<tl, such a.s a Gmtssian distribution, at each \r<tining sample, so that classification 
is based on selec:ting the class with the maximum sum of its potnntia.ls a.\ a, given point in feature 
space (Duda. and Ha.rt, J()Tl, pages 172-17~). Drawbacks of this method a.re that it is memory 
c~xpensive, and that 1wrformance dcpnnds on llO\V \VC-~ll tlw size\ or variance, of tlw potc~ntials fits 
with the data.. Also, diil'erent regions of feature spa.ee rnay be best fit by potentia.!s of different 
size. 
3.3.3 Radial Basis Functions 
Tlw Ra.diaJ Basis Function (RBF) mrd Cencra.lizcd RBF (GRBF) approach nxt<mds th<> idm1 of 
poten ti a.l functions by using linear eom hin ations of <1 fixed n u m her of potentials (b<tsis functions) to 
(j 
produce hypersurfaces (Powell, 1987; Broomhead a,]\(1 Lowe, 1988; Poggio aml Girosi, 1989). The 
primary problem is determining the weights for combining these funetiom The basis functions ean 
b~~ umtered. at fixed positions in -r(~ature spaU\ which may be d(~t(~nnined by c:Justering analysis, and 
additiona.lly the funetion eenters C<m he moved using gradient deseent ml'thods during training. 
Determining the optima.! weights for combining the basis functions requires inverting a ma.trix of 
dimension N, the number of basis functions, or using an incn~nwntal method for solving a linear 
system. A drawback of the RBF approach is that, unlike ARTMAP, \he number of funetions 
( a.naJogous to A HTMA P ea.tegories) must lw pnJS]Weified, mther than dyna.mieally configured in 
response to tlw da.ta .. 
4 Gaussian ARTMAP 
To deal more dficicmtly with problems of c<etegory proliferation in noise and category shape, a new 
AHT modulcJ called Gaussia,n ART is introduced a.nd incorpontted into a.n ARTMAP architecture 
to (T<Ja.te Gaussian ARTMAP. 
Components of a Gaussian cla.ssiJler an~ incorpora.tod into a.n AHT modulo to create Gaussian 
ART. This network bas the familiar properties of ART networks bc~c<mse ca.tegories are incremen-
\a.lly formed \o represent clusters of input smnples, and the inelusivi\y of the categories is inversely 
rda.tc~d to a vigila.nce pa.ra.meter, p. The novcJlty of Gaussian ART is that <Jaeh ART category is 
ddilwd as a Gaussian distriln1tion, with a nwan and va:ria:nee in naeh dimensio11, a11d an <1 priori 
prolmhili ty. 
The choic<' function picks the most likely c<etegory for a given input. A category's likelihood is 
determined hy the likelihood that the input h<'longs to its distrihuti<m, as wdl as by tlw category's 
a priori probahility. The rw1tc:h function, on the other hand, is based sol<~ly on the likelihood that 
the input h<'longs to a category's distribution, discounting; its a priori probability. 
Wlwn Ciaussian AI\:T' is extended into Gaussian AltTMAP (GA), the prediction of an output 
class during testing is interpreted as picking the chtss with the highest; JH't proba.hility. 'l'herefore, 
lilw the nwthod of pot<mtia.l f'nnetions a.nd RBFs mentiOJH'd <~a.rlier, all eategory predic:tions anJ 
surnm<~d. to yield thn most likdy m~t prediction of' a. elass, mther tlmn basing the pr<'diction orr tlw 
maximum AI\:r c<>tegory, as in FA (but Sl'l' also Carpenter and Ross, 1994). 
Gaussian A ItJ'M A P is t~sst•.n tial1y a.n incremental learning Gaussian c:la.ssifier in whieh eac:h 
output chtss is determinNl during \mining to conespond to any number of source's of Gaussianly 
distributed da.ta. Orw limitation in this a.na.!ogy is th<Lt GA can only deflne its categories with 
S<~para,hh~ Gaussian distributions. T'his limitation is IWC<~ssary so that GA us~~s only simph~ op<~r­
ations tha.t can be implemented in parallel. As Figure :l shows, this memrs that a GA category 
C<W naturally fit the va.rimrce along a. dimc'nsion, hut not covaria.nce bcJtween dimensions. If GA 
were to ropros(:nt covarianO\ thon each category would nec~d to store a covariancn matrix) and 
dassiiieation would require computing tlw determinant and invors<' of this matrix. By using only 
sepa.rable Gaussians, on the other ha,nd, GA has storaw~ and computationaJ requirements siini1ar 
to those of FA. One implic<Ltion of this limitation, which also holds \rue l(Jl' FA, is that GA most 
eflidently n~pn~snnts data, that arn uncorrolatr'.d across dimnnsions. 
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The essential difference between GA and FA is the use of diiTc~rent statistics to define each 
ART category. Rather than representing an intc~rva.J within ea.ch dimension, GA represents the 
mean <Uld v<niance of each dimension, as well as the a priori probability of the category. 
5 Gaussian ARTMAP Equations 
5.1 Gaussian ART 
5.1.1 Categories 
Each Ciaussian AHT category j is defined by a.n M-dimensional vector l":i repn~s(mting its mean, CJ} 
representing its va.riance, and a. scalar n; representing its count, the number of tra.ining samples 
it b a.s coded. Thus, each Ga.ussian A HT category requin~s 2M+ 1 components to represent an 
M-dimensional input, I= (Ir, ... , 1M). 
5.1.2 Category Choice 
During tra.ining, the ca.tegory whosce Cia.ussia.n distrihution is the most proha.hle "source" for input 
I is chosen. The <1. posteriori proha.bility of category j given input I is 
P(i II) = p(ll,j)P(.j) 
. p(l) ( 1) 
Categories are defined hy sepa.rabll' Gaussian distributions, so tlw eonditiona.l density of 1 given 
category j is 
I ') 1 ( 1~(/1;;-1;) 2 ) p(I .1 = (2 )M(I1M 2 )J. exp --2 L- . fT2 ' 
7r 2 i=l (T:ii 2 -i:::d 1 .'1 
(5) 
and thn ''priori prolmhility of j is simply 
(G) 
where N is the number of n1tegmies. Tbe density p(I) in ( 4) is ignored because~ it is the same 
for a.!l eate.gorie.s. For eomputa.tiona.l ('a.se, a. diserimina.nt function g,;() is used to evaluate each 
category, obtained by t<tking t.lw log of the nunH)r<ctor in ( 4) with tlw dimensional scaling faetor, 
(21f)-¥, diseounted (see Dud<1 & Hart, pages 22-:ll), 
(7) 
The non-reset AHT cawgory J with maximum discriminant function is chosen, 
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Figure :l: Top: Ihtta which vary independently in each dimension (left, middle), <Wd which eovary 
betwc:'Cm dimensions (right), Middle: c;A eat<?goric:,s, which <tre definc:'d by sqmrable Gaussian 
distributions, ean e<1pture indc:>pc:mdc:>nt variance welL Shown are Gaussian distributions that fit the:' 
independently varying data. Botton1: GA t<ltegorlPs cannot capture c:ovarying data as wel1. 1'wo 
possibilitic:>s for fitting these data are two smaller distributions (left), and one larger distribution 
(right), 
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5.1.3 Category Resonance and Reset 
If a choscm category's match vahw does not satis{y the ART resc~t panunetPr, p, then the category is 
reset. Category match is dc!tennined hy tlw conditional density, tha.t is, how well input I ma.telws 
with the shape of cate,gory J's distribution, 
( , _!.i , ) 1 ~ (fl·ii - Ii)2 I (rrM 2) g:;(I) log (21r)' p(II:J) = - 2 L.. ;-;.2 ~- 21og . _ rrii t=l ,Jt ~=1 
- g;(I)- log(P(J)). (9) 
If gj(I) > p, then the category resona.tes; otherwis<' it is resN. If no committed ART category 
nwets the reset condition, then an uncommittnd category.!', with n;• = 0, is chosen. 
Figun~ 4 shows a 1-D example of the match and choice functions, given three ca.tegories, A, B, 
and C, and an input smnple, I. In this exmnphe, the first ca,tegory chosen is C (top), however C 
does not meet the match eriterion (bottom), so it is resN. The nnxt category chosen is A, which 
meets the match criterion, and thus resonates. Therefore, c<etegory A leams input /: A's me;m 
and v<niance <er<l upcbted hy /, <tnd its count is ineremented. 
5 .1.4 Learning 
\J\Then category J learns an input sample I, its count, mean, and va.ria.JH:e variables are updated 
to repn~sent thr samph~. ('.Ount, nwan, a.nd varia.nce, 
nJ ·- nJ+l, 
.-- (1- nj1) JI.J + n] 1 !, 
{ 
(1- njl) rr3i + njl 
1 2 otlwrwise. 
(ii·.Ji -- I; )2 if 'll..J > 1, 
( 1 0) 
( 11) 
(12) 
'l'lw va.ria:nce initia.Jization pa:ra.mrter) !'2 , dr~tr.rmines the isotropic spread in feature space of a 
new <:<ttegory's distribution about its first sample. 
5.1.5 Input Normalization 
Ga,ussian ARTMAP ea.Jl use inp11ts of any value. Beeause ca.t(~gorirs an-~ initia.Jir,ed with a constant 
varia.nee 1 2 in eaeh dimension, however, it. is usually dc~sirable that inputs h<we roughly eqmtl 
vaxiance in each di1nension. 
5.2 Gaussian ARTMAP 
'l'he Ganssia.n AH:I' module plays the same role within the ARTMAP architecture as does an 
AHT I module (Carpenter et a.l., 1991), or a fuzzy An:r module (C<npenter et aJ., 1992). The 
most ha.sic AH:l'MAP system is pn•sc~ntc•d here. For a. full JH'twork dc'seripl;ion of AHTMAP, see 
Carpe11ter c>t al. (l'lDl) and CarJwntc>r nt al. (1992). 
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Gaussian ART Choice and Match Functions 
Choice Function: Gaussian distributions and apriori probabilities. 
c 
I 






Figure 4: l~xmnple in on<' dimension of choice <md ma.tch functions of (;Jne<> cliiferent Gi\ c:ategories. 
Input s<unple is denotr•d by I. In this exaJnpll\ category C: wins the choice c:ompetition. How-
ever, once the a.priori proha.biliti(~S are discounted in the match f1mctionj category C11 S normalized 
distribution is insufficient to nw<et tlw match criterion, determined by p. Therefore, category c: is 
reset, and the ca.tegory with the next highest c:hoiere function, ea.t<>gory A, is chosen. Category A 
nw{~ts the match crit(~rion, so category A resonates, and }(~cwns th(.~ ilqmt: its mean, varianee, and 
apriori probability are update.d. 
ll 
5.2.1 Training 
When an Altr category J is chosen for the first time during training, it is assigned the prediction, 
J(, of the current training sample, 
!!(J) = K. ( l:l) 
Tlw function r!() maps category J to its prediction, class K. This function is generally many-to--
mw, so tlmt J E n- 1(K). If ca.tegory J is chosm1 in response to a later training sa.mple, and its 
prediction is incorrect, then the e<ttegory is reset until presentation of the next training sample, 
a.nd match t.mcking ensues, 
p =OJ(!). ( 14) 
Match tntcking assures that a eorrect prediction comes from a. category whose distribution is a 
bl~tter match to the training S<1mph' tha.n all reset. categorices. Upon presentation of the nlext 
training sample, p is n~a.ssignNl its baseline vahw, p = p. 
5.2.2 Testing 
During training, each prediction is nmde by tlw category with the maximum discriminant function 
in (8). During tr~sting, on the other hand, tlw goal is to make the best prediction, not to assign 
credit LO the most deserving ca.tl;gory. Therr;fon>, the probabilities of all categoric;s sha.ring the 
same prediction a.re sunmwd. 'I'lw prediction J( with tiw ma.ximum Jll't probability is chosen, 
(15) 
5.2.3 Voting 
FA is sensitive to the ordcer of its training s<unples. By indnpendently training different FA sys-
tems on different orderings of the smne cl<tta, <tnd combining their pn;dietions during testing by 
voting, pr~rfonnance ca.n he~ significantly improved (Carpcmter, et al, 1992). GA a.lso hmwlits from 
combining the outputs of independrmtly trained systems, a.hhough the hendit typic<tlly seems to 
lw smallm· th<m f(>r FA, presllmahly lwea.lJSP CA is less sensitive to l.lw order of tr<l.ining samples . 
. Just a.s a single CA prediction is based on net probabilities, determined by the sum of all c<tte-
gory predictions in (15), so is GA voting <tlso based on thf; sum of all ca.tegory predictions <>cross 
diJTerent GA systmns, 
J( = a.rg m~1x (t . L exp(_q,,i(I))) , 
11-1 ]ED;l (I~) 
( ]()) 
wlwn1 V is the number of GA systems which are voting. While tlw opera.tion in (16) would more 
accumtely be called "summing" than "voting", I retain the latter term for historieal c:onsistency 
with FA. 
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5.2.4 Comparison to Potential Functions and Gaussian Classifier 
It is interesting to note that if training results in rmch category coding only one smnple, then GA 
lwcomes identicaJ to the nwthod of potential functions using Ga,ussian distributions. If training 
results in each output class corresponding to only one ART category, on the other hand, then GA 
becomes identieal to '' G<1ussian elassifir'r with sep<nable Gaussi<ms. T'herefore, GA 's extremes of 
minima] and maximal code compression corrnspond respnetively to elassification with potential 
functions and with a Gaussian classifier. 
5.2.5 Local Processing 
A key issue for neuml network models is whether or not tlwy use local processing. Massively pa<n-
allel, locaJ proc<~ssing networks offer tlw promise' of extrmnely f<tst execution wlwn implemented in 
hardware. By local proc<\ssing, 1 nwan that processing at <~<1Ch node in the network must involve a 
small number of sequentially dependent steps, where each step consists of a set of simple, indep<m-
dent operations. Processing utilizes only a spc\cified set of stored values (eg, weights), a,nd inputs 
to the node. Tlw simple operations in dud<' linear combination, multiplication, and compression or 
c\xpansion by the logarithmic or <~xponential functions. Although GA's choice and rm1tch functions 
and learning rules in (G)-(12) <U'l' more complicated than FA's corn'Bponding equations in (1)-(:l), 
GA's equations sa,tisfy tlw above critl'ria for local proc:c'ssing. 
6 Simulations 
Both FA and GA have intnrnaJ parameters which affl'ct tbr number or e<\tc~gori<~s created during 
tmining. One of thl'se is the vigilant<' pantmeter, p. Sincl' this paranwtc'r ha,s thl' same function 
in both systems, its baseline value is set to 7-l\ro for both systnms in all simulations. Each system 
has anotlwr pa.ramnter affecting the number of' cat<~gories created, whkh has no analog in the 
other system. In FA this is nt th(~ thoiee pa.ra.nwter. As mentioned <-~ar'Jier, a covaries with the 
number or categories crea,tl\d by FA. ln CA, this pamnwtnr is/, the initial stanchtrd devh1tion of 
uttngories, which invc~rsely eov<:trics with tlH~ numbm· of categories created. F'A a.nd GA can thus 
be (~valuat.(~d under con::wrva.tive and non-conservative n~gimes by varying a and 1'. 
6.1 Circle-in-Square 
'I' he circle-itHlre-square problem requires identification of whic:h points lie inside and which out sick 
a cird<' lying within a square of twice its area (C<trpenter et <ll, 1991). 'I'ht' perfornmnces of FA 
and GA wen~ evaJuated based on the numlwr of categories c:reated and on test error ratP. Figurp 5 
(top row) shows the tra,ining data with, from left to right, 10 to the power 2, :J, 4, and 5 S<unples. 
Training sa,mples lwlonging to the circle <He shown in white, and those belonging to the lmckground 
an> shown in black. 'l'esting eonsisted of 10,000 samples evenly sp<v:ed a,<:ross the image. FA was 
evaluated with il = 0.1 <UHI n = 1.0, and GA with~,= 1.0 and 'I= 0.5. 
Figure 5: Cirele-in-sqmue. 1st Row: From ldt to right, 10 to the power 2, 3, 4, a.nd 5 training 
samples. 2nd Row: GA (with "' = 0.5) decision regions. 3rd R.ow: Underlying GA differenete 
of discriminant functions. 4th R.ow: FA (with n = 0.1) decision regions. 5th Row: Underlying 
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Figure G: Circle-in-squa.re test results. Gn1ph jointly plots error raM'. (abscissa) and number of 
c:ategori<JS (ordinate). Along each curve (from left to right), each successive point corresponds 
to training on a. larger tra.ining sot. So) each curve sho\vs (:~rror rate a.nd numh(~r of categories 
resulting from training on 10 to the power 2, :), 4, and !i training smnpks. 
Figun) G jointly plots the number of c:ategories (ordinal<>) and error rate> (absc:issa) for the 
different number of training samples, with suu:essive points along eac:h lilw corresponding to 
training with 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 training s<tmpks. 'I'he lower left of this graph is the 
desinthle zotw: low error ra.v' with f<)W catngories. GA, with eitlwr va.hw of/, ontperforms FA, 
with either vaJue of (l:, because it aehicvns an eqnaJly lo\v error ratn using fax fc~wcr eategories. 
Figun' fl (2nd and :lrd rows) visually ilhtstrates GA's c:lassifie<ttion results, with /' = 0.5, 
corrnsponcling to thn training samples above. In t.lw 2nd row is shown tlw decision regions, and 
in the :lrd row the differmJC<' of the sum of discriminant functions in (8) for the two classes, 
(17) 
Note that htrg('. Ga.ussia.n "blobs" appr.ar in the heginning of training (kft), ;wd as training 
progresses these blobs are tightened, and sma.JJ<.,r blobs (a.dditiomcl categories) are added to refine 
the decision boundaries. 
Figure 5 (4th and 5th rows) shows tlw corresponding resuli;s for FA with t::t = 0.1. Note that the 
ck,cision boundaries are more choppy than thosr' for GA, and that tlw difference of the maximum 
discrimina.nt i\mctions for tlw t\vO da.sse:;~ 
. max T;(I)- . max T;(I), 
.7Eil-· 1(1) ./Eil-1(0) 
( 18) 
is not as revealing as thn corresponding CA dim~renee in (17). 
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Figure 7: Cross-seetion, verticaJly down the middle, of noisy eirclt>-in-square probability density 
functions (PDFs). 
6.2 Noisy Circle-in-Square 
'l'o cwa.lnatn how (;A and FA ha.ndl!::~ noise~ circ'k~-in-squa.re training samplnR wen.~ randomly moved 
acc:ording to an isotropic: Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.05 within the square 
of ra.nge [0 .. 1] in ,,a,eh dimension. Figure 7 illustnctes the considera.hle overlap between the two 
classes, showing a cross section of tlwir prohahility density funetions (PDFs), taken vertically 
throngh the middle of tlw square. Figure k (top row) shows the training data with, from left to 
right, 10 to the power 2, :3, 4, <1Ild 5 samples. 
For eomparison with the results shown in Figure !i, GA a.nd FA were evaluated with the 
same pa.ramett::~rs, 1 = 0.5, aud o: = 0.1) respc~ctively. In addition, FA was evaluated with two 
methods introduced in Carpt>nter et <el. (Hl9:3) for coping with noisy data .. These metbods eombine 
n>strietion of match tra.cking with slow learning of tlw mappings from chosen eategoric•s to output 
dasses in order to obtain nonparametric proba.hility estimations. The two methods differ in how 
ma.tc!Hraeking is restricted. In the slow learning method, match tra.eldng can only t<tke pl<tee 
after enough evidence of a wrong prediction from a. giv<'n ca.tegory ha.s lwcm a.ecumulatc'ci via. tlw 
slow learning proeess. In the ma:~: nodes nwthod, match tracking is c:ompletdy turned ofT a.fter 
a. certain number of categoric~s a.re created. Because GA is an AH1'MAP syst<Jm, it can also use 
the slow learning and max nodes methods to inl]>!'Ovc' its resistance to noise, howevc'r here the 
performance of GA with only fast learning is eomparcecl here to that of FA with the additional 
noise resistanet~ meehanisms. 
ln Carpenter eta.!. ( 199:3), 9 different systnms wnrn indepnnclently tra.i!wd on different orderings 
of tlw training data., <tnd tlwir outputs <Weraged. Here, the output of a. single traim'd system wa.s 
evalua.ted, ra.tlwr th<1ll the outputs of 9 different systems, so more nodes (!iOO rather tha.n 75) were 
used in the max nodes method than in Carpenter <'t a.!. (199:3). Otherwise, the slow learning and 
max nodes pa.ra.metc~rs were the same a.s in Carpenter t:t a.l. ( 199:3). 
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Figure 8: Noisy circle-in-square. 1st Row: From left to right, 10 to tlw power 2, :l, 4, and 5 
tr<cining samplc~s. 2nd Row: CA (with /' = 0.5) decision regions. 3rd Row: Underlying GA 
diJference. of diserimimwt hmctions. 
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Figure 9: Noisy circle-in-square: FA results with n = 0.1. 1st Row: FA dc~eision n~gions with 
fast learning. 2nd Row: FA deeision n~gions with slow lea.rning. 3rd Row: FA deeision regions 
with ma.x nodes. 
Figure 8 (2nd a,]\(1 :Jrd rows) illustrates (;A's classi!ication results. Tlw rnsults look simihu 
to those~ for the' clean eirclc-in-squaxn, except that tlw decision hornHia.ries become somewlmt 
"ragged" aftc,r 100,000 training samples. Figure 9 illustrates FA's ela,ssifiu1tion results. 'I'he top 
row shows the f<tst lca.rning results, tlrn middle' row the slow l<~<trning results, <tnd tlw bottom row 
the ma.x nodes resuhs. With ra.st lnarning, FA en~a,tns very many eatngorh~s, and the resulting 
decision regions visua11y n~snmble the noise. \iVith s]()\v ka.rning, fewnr eatt~gorins an~ created, ancl 
the results an~ improvnd. With max nodes, the munher of categoric's is restricted to 500. This 
restriction allows the dt?eision n~gions to slowly approach the proper slmpe l'oiiowing an initial fast 
tesselation. The final max nodes result is compa.rabk toGA's result in Figure 8, although a. little 
lc,ss smooth. 
Figure~ 10 plots tlw results for GA ami FA. GA crc~ates roughly four time's the numbr'r of 
categoric~s a.s it did for the ek<lll eirele-in-squarr~ problem, and <tchicves a somewh<tt higher error 
rate, yr't its pm·fornmnce is still reasona.hly good. With hwt learning a.nd slow learning, FA creates 
f<ll' more catr~gories than GA without a.chieving <1 compan1hly low error rate. With max nodes, 
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Figure 10: Noisy circle-in-squa,]'(' \est results. Craph jointly plots number of catt,gories (ordinate) 
and error ratn (abscissa,). Along nach eurw~ (from left to right), nach successive point eorrespondH 
to training on a larger training set. So, each curvP shows f~rror rate ;wd num her of ea.tegories 
resulting from trahling on 10 to thc• power 2, :l, 4, and 5 training smnples. 
6.3 Noisy Nested Spirals 
It is inten,sting to st'e how thn systems pcerform in a noisy task whieh also requires fine discrimi-
nation. One snch task is tlntt of discrimin<t\iug noisy nest:<•cl spira.ls (Ca.rpenter eta!., 1994). In 
this task, a square of range [0 .. 1] in each dimension conta.i1wd two intertwilwd spirals tlmt the 
classifiers Wf!H' \ra.inecl to discrimina.te. E<1ch spiral consisted of 97 isotropic Gaussi;ul distributions 
cnntered a.Jong the spiral, <~acll Caussia:n bavlng a.~ standard d<-wiation of 0.02t). Figun~ 11 illustratns 
the larg<-~ amount of overlap bet\vCe:~n tlw two classes) showing a. vcrtieaJ (:ross-section of the PDFs 
taken in the midclle or the image. 'I'lle task differed from \he one in Carpcmter et al. (199:3) in that 
tra.ining; sa,mples won:~ dntwn randomJy from all 19tl- Ga.ussia.ns, rather than lwing rostriet(~d to 
20 samples from e<u:h G<UJSSi<tn, and the Gaussians were defined with a larger standard devia.tion 
(0.025 rather than 0.01). 
Figure 12 (top row) shows tlie training da.ta with, from left to right, 10 to the powc'r 2, a, 4, and 
,) samples. GA and F'A were eva.luat(1.d with the same parameters as for the noisy eirde-in-square 
task. Figure 12 (2nd and :Jrd rows) illustrates GA's c:lassification results. After 10,000 tra.ining 
samples, GA has eaptured the form of the spirals quite well; its decision n•gions are further refined 
following l 00,000 tra.ining samples. Figure l :l illustra.tes FA's elassifiea.tion results. The top row 
shows the fast learning results, \lw middle row the slow le<1rning results, and the hottom row 
the max nodes results. With f<tst lc'<Uning, FA ercmtes very m<tny categories, ;cnd the resulting 
decision regions visually resemhle tlw noise. With slow learning, fewm· categories ;ue cre;cted, and 
the n:sults <He improvc'd, yet still quiw noisy. With 1n<1x nodes, tlw dt'cision regions m<trkeclly 
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Figure 11: Cross-section, vmtically down tlw middle, of noisy nested spirals proba,bility density 
functions (PDFs). 
improve after the number of categories is restricted (far right), yet the results a.re not as good as 
GA 's results in Figun\ 12. 
Figure 14 plots the performance of GA and FA. GA convergPs to near tlw optimal error rate 
of about 21% with fewer than 800 categories. With fa.st learning and slow learning, FA creates 
far mow categories without signiJic:wtly reducing its error rat:\. With max nodes, FA's error mte 
hegins to approa.ch that of CA aJt<'r tlw number of ea.togorios is hounded at 500. 
6.4 Letter Image Recognition 
Frey and .Sl:tte developed a. benchmark letter image reeognition task (Frey and .Sl:tte, 1991). ln 
this task, da.ta eonsist of 16 features obtainl'd frmn m:cchine gcnemted images of alphalwtic:al 
c:Jmract:\rS (A to Z). T.'he elassiiieation problmn is to prediet the conect letter from the Hi features. 
Classification diffic:ulty stmns from the fac:t that the c:hantcters a.re gmH•ra.ted from 20 diffl\r<)n\ 
fonts, are mndomly warped, and only simple features such as tlw total number of "on" pixels, 
and the size and position of a hox around the "on" pixels, a.w used. Tlw chtabase consists of 
20,000 s:unpks, the flrst 16,000 of which :ue used for training, and the last 4,000 for testing. The 
da.ta,base is archived in the UCI Repository of Ma.ehine Learning Dataha.s(~S and Domain 'T'heorh~s, 
maint;aiiWd by D. Aha. a.nd P. Murphy (mLrepository«''ics.uci.edu). 
Frey and Sl:tte tested sevc>ra.l va.riations of lloL!and-stylc' genetic classifiers, and achic\Ved max-
imum perfornmnce of :t little over HO% (Frey and Sla.tt', 1991). C:upenter c•t a.l. (1992) obtained 
clr:mmtica.lly better results with FA, with a. maximum performance of 96% corrl\ct. This result 
wa.s obtained using a subset of 11 of the 16 features. The first 5 features apparently have littlce 
disc:rhnina.tive vahw, and FA aehievos bt~tt<:~r dassifieation results without them. 
FA :tnd GA were cva.luatecl with all 16 fcatm·<\s, as well as with the reduced set of 11 fmtturcs. 
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Figure 12: Noisy twsted spirals. 1st Row: From left to right, 10 to tlw power 2, :3, 4, <1lld 5 
training sa.mplcs. 2nd Row: GA (with 1 = 0.5) doeision regions. 3rd Row: Underlying GA 
diffcnmec of discriminant funetiono. 
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Figure J:!: Noisy IH~stecl spirals: FA results with ct = 0.1. 1st Row: FA decision regions with fast 
learning. 2nd .Row: FA d<'C:ision n~gions with slow l<~arning. 3rd Row: FA decision regions with 
max nodes. 
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Figure 14: Noisy nested spirals test results. Gntpb jointly plots number of categories (ordinate) 
a,Jl(l error rate (abscissa,). Along each curw (from left to right), each successive point corresponds 
to tra.injng on a larg(~l' training S(~t. So, each eurvc shows error rate aHd 1nnnber of categories 
resulting from training on 10 to the pO\VCT 2, ::~, <1, i.\lld G training samph:'S. 
To eompan~ FA and GA, t).aeh pa.ra.mctcr va.riation or each system was evaluated on the da.ta by 
independc~ntly training tlw classifier five times, (~ach for a total of 20 epochs (iterations through 
the cl<tta), or until the network equilihra.IPcl. 'l'lw average perfonnanee, as well as tlw JWrfonnanee 
\vith voting, was obtained. Bet\veen each training epoeh, the order of sa,mples wa,t: randomly 
senunhkd. FA was evaluated with the sanw parameters used in C<Upenter et a.J. (1992), it= 1.0 
and et = 0.1. The input data were renorma.li?-r'd to have a mnge of [0 .. 1] in each dimcmsion for 
FA. GA was c~va.Jua.tecl with /' vaJues that yielded simihtr numlwrs of categories as FA, 'Y = 2.0, 
a,nd /' = 4.0. Tlw input data. were renorrnaJized to hav(~ unit va.ria.nee in eaeh dim(~nsion for GA. 
Also, for comparison, thr' IJna,n,st-ncighhor cla.ssifier (NN) was evahmtcd. 
'fable 1 summa.rizes tlw final results 11sing all Hi featur<es. FA with et = 0.1 equilibmted aftm· 
7 epochs, a,nd with ct = 1.0 after J:l epochs. Without voting, <:A's classification ra,tes with either 
value of 'Yare about 2% better tlmn FA's best ra.te, with rt = J .0. With voting, FA gains ground 
on GA, so that GA's mte with /' = 2.0 is about l% better tlmn FA's best rate;, a.nd GA's ra.\co 
with/'= 4.0 is about 0.5% better. 'I'he only result superior to the neanest-neighbor (NN) rate of 
95.80% is tlw GA result (with 'Y = 2.0 <lnd voting) of 05.95%. 
Table 2 summ<trizes the final results with the reduced set of l 1 features. With the reduced 
feature snt, nmw of the systems equilihratcecl before 20 epochs. Note tlmt FA's elassiJication rate on 
tlw reduer1d feature set is higher than on the full set, while its num her of categories remains roughly 
c:onsta.nt. GA 's classifica,tion ra,tc;, on the otlwr hand, only improvc~s slightly, hut the number of 
categories it u0es dner<~ases su hstantial1y. Thus, additional features with low discriminative value 
had a different clfect on the two oystc'ms: tlwy ca.usecl FA's cbssifie<ction !a,te to clncrease whiJC' its 
Class ifi er .... ~-U:r<~n~c~ t er .... .. yot ccr s ___ .<;:a.t,e g en~(\' <:cJrrec:t 
·--NN___ 16,000 9f>.BO 
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!x = 0.1 
I' = 2.0 
1 = 4.0 
5 4,0:35 91. 7:l 
5 5,218 95.95 
,. 
,) 4,876 95.:30 
1\tble 1: 'fable shows number of categoric>s <\.]\(llinal elassilic<etion results, for Frey-SI<etc~ Letter Im-
age Recognition problem (with fnll set of' IG fcmtun>s), ofllean>st-neighhor (NN), fuzzy ARTMAP 
(FA), and Gaussi;cn Al\TMAP (GA). FA w<es run with cr = 1.0 a.nd a= 0.1, for whieh it equili-
hra.\C'd after 7 a.nd l:l c~pochs, respectively. GA wa.s run with 1 = 2.0 and ')' = 4.0 for 20 epochs. 
For c>a.ch pa.ra.nwter setting, FA a.]\(1 GA were \mined indepcmdr,ntly 5 different times. The 5 re-
sults wt:~re a.vt:~ra.ged to produeo 1-votor results, and wt~rn combined using FA's and GA's rospectiv<:~ 
voting methods to produce the 5-voter n;sults. 
number of ca.tcgorit:~s remained. stable, and caus<:~d GA's dassi'Hcation rate to n~main st;.ihle whi1<:' 
its n um her of categories inc:reasnd. 
With t.lw reduced f<'<l.ture sc>t, GA achieves a. higlwr classification mte without voting than FA, 
while using fewer e<ttegories. With voting, GA (with 1 = 2.0) ;tnd FA (with cr = 1.0) both <tchir•ve 
a. ra.tt: of near]y 9G% correct, howev0.r GA 118es fewer eaU?gorins. Tlw best result. is ol)tahwd by 
NN, \Vith 96 .. 5591) (:orrect. 
Figure 15 plots the test r~rror rates and Illllllher of e<ttegories procllJced by GA and FA, across 
all 20 training epochs, for the fu11 fnat1rrn set. 'I'he ahsei88a ranges from 700 to 1 ,050 cat(•gori(~S, 
;tnd the ordinate ra.nges from 0% to 17% error. Note tha.t GA and FA have similar error rates 
foll<:l\ving OIW traini11g opoeh 1 but with suhsequ(-mt epochs GA's error nt.t(~ (](~creases more than 
FA's, so that GA ends up with a lower error ratn. 
The performance wlwn tested on the tra.ining data is quite dHferont. Figure 1G shows that FA 
has a much lower enor rate on tlH' training data th<m CA. The cliffcmmcc' between the enor ra.te 
on tntining; da.ta and testing rbta is p;trtic:nlMly :otriking for FA with n = 0.1. FA has a. tendency, 
r~specia.lly when a is small, to ovc~rlea.rn its training cla1<1 and gcmera.Jizp poorly to its testing d<tta. 
Figure 17 plots the test enor rates with voting. Note~ that ;tlthough both systems hmwfit from 
voting, FA beneflts more than CA, achinving nrror rates nearly a.s low a.s those f(Jr GA. In fact, 
f'or the first couple epochs, FA (with cr = 1.0) achieves a. lower error nttr. tha.n GA, but GA, for 
both settings of 1, overt<tlws FA's best results with suflicient training. 
With the reduced fna.tun> snt., the sh<tpe of the error rate curves are quite simila.r to those f(Jr 
the full fna.ture snt, although the curves <J.]'(' shifted sonH>wlmt. Fignn' 1~ plots tho \est error rates 
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'' ~·- ~···-- ------------ ... 1\{lj.J}"iT)(~i:---(iT-- N u lilT)-e~r o-r-- p (~l~c:<~ll t 
C ;1 assi fl ~::.: -···· -~:: ~~r.~JE__~l:I:_ .. ~--~----~?-~.~~rs _ -.. ~~:-~\~.9~-~~l~~?~~o rreet 
NN 16,000 %.55 
·· · FA ··- a-:.;;r.o ········· · -------·----·--··----1,062 94.0:l 
FA n:=0.1 800 89.54 
........ -iTA ---;y;;;-2~6--~ - I ···--------~ 842 94.55 
GA "'= 4.0 1 768 94.10 
FA (); = 1.0 5 5,:ll2 95.82 
FA (); = 0.1 5 4,001 9:l.l6 
--G~( 
"( = 2.0 5 4,208 %.98 
GA "( = 4.0 5 :l,R:lR 95.55 
Table 2: Tahl8 shows numlwr of categories and final classilic:<ttion results, for Fnw-Slate Letter 
Image Recognition problmn (with reduced S<~t of 1 I fnatures), of nea.rcst-udghhor (NN), fuzzy 
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Letter Image Recognition: 
Performance on Test Data 
Nnmbe1· of Categories 
Cl\, •ymma .· 2.0 ~ 
{;/\, \I•W•rn.J 4.(1 -+---
n,, .Jipb.; ~ 1.0 ·O·· 
FfL dlph,; .- 0.1 ·-)(-
Figure 15: GA and FA number of c:<ttegories (onlinatc) and error rates (<tbscissa) on test dat<e of 
Lettm· Inmgn Recognition task, with f\Jll set of 16 features. Each successive point along a c:urvc 
(from left to right) corn,sponds to a training epoch. Results <tr<' averaged <>cross 5 independently 
traim~d systmns. 'fhe s<Une train/lest partition of JG,OOO train <Ulcl 4,000 \est samples is used on 




Letter Image Recognition: 
Performance on Train Data 
Numl>er of Categories 
G/1, 'J''""'' = (_.0 -4--
GA, <Je.rJ.:t" <1.0 +·-
fA, ,,]ph.) = !.0 ·8·· 
r'l\, alp!"' .- 0.1 ··)(·-
Figure IG: GA and FA mTor rates on train data or Letter Image Reeognition t<tsk, with full set or 
I G flla.tures. 
Letter Image Recognition: 
Performance on Test Data with 5 Voters 
"' 
l>ll, ,Hoom.; 2.(1 ~ 
Ul\, q,;:C.f·H 4 .o -+---
FA, ,\)pli<l I .0 ·8·· 











Number of Catcgm·ics 
Figurll 17: (;A and FA llrror rates, with 5 votNs, on test data of Letter Image Recognition task 











Letter Image Recognition (reduced feature set): 
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~!,0 600 (,~o 1{1(1 I',O fJOO 8!,(1 900 9~(1 1000 l<J~O JJOO 
Number of Catcgol"ics 
Figure 18: GA and FA numbm· of cat<~goric~s (ordinate) a.nd error rates (abscissa) on test data of 
Letter Image Recognition task, with reduced sc~t of 11 features. 
and numlwr of ca.t<•gories produced, in which the a.bscissa. ra.nges from 550 to 1,100 catc~goric;s, 
a.Jl(l the ordinate ranges from 0% to 17% <~rror. With respc:et to the full i('ature set results plottc\d 
in Figure~ 15, GA's curves are primarily shifted to the kft, and FA's eurvr~s primarily shifted 
downwa.rcL The trailring curves and voting c:mvc:s irr Figun•s 19 <tnd 20 are similarly shifted. In 
Figure; 20, uo\l1 tha.t FA, with voting, achieves its higlw.st da,ssiiimtion rav• a:fter '"couple c~pochs, 
while GA requin's several epochs to a.chicve a simil;uly high rate:. 
6.5 Speaker Independent Vowel Recognition 
GA a.nd FA wen~ aJso (~valuated on a speaker indepe-ndent vow<-~1 recognit-ion data.ha.se, for whieh 
results of many other neuraJ da.s:-.;i-flen; an). a.va.i1ahlP for compa:ris011. 'l'lw. data. wen'. eol10.cted 
by Dc:tc~rdiHg ( 1 989), who rncordc:d nxa.mplc:s of the l 1 stc:a.dy-sta.tc: vowds of English spokmr by 
15 spna1wrs. 'l'lw vowd data an-~ <~lectronkally availahl<-' from tho Carnegir-Mellon Univc~rsity 
connectionist, lwnchma.rk collection (s<~<~ Fahlma.n, !99:l). 
Table :l shows the ASCII a.pproxim<ttion to the International Phonetic. Associa,tion (I.P.A) 
symbol for thn 11 vowel sounds, and the word ilr which each was recorded. Each word w<ts spoken 
onc:o by ea.ch of tho 15 speakers, sovm1 of whom Vl(~f(:~ femaJo and eight ma1n. T'ho speech signals 
were\ low p<ess Jiltnred at 4.7 kHz and then digitized to 12 bits with a 10-kHz sampling rate. 
TwcJlfth-ordnr linea,r pn,dictive a,na.lysis was carried out on six 512 S<lmple Hamming windowed 
segments from the stc:ady part of the vownl. Thn reflection c:ocfliei<,nts wr~re used to calculate 10 
log <UC<e p<U'<tllH,ters, giving a 10-clinwnsional input space. Ea.cb spcealwr thus yielded six S<tmples 













Letter Image Recognition (reduced feature set): 
Performance on Train Data 
r;;,, ch<mm,; - ~.n ~-
1;1\, \h\IOTY.,; " ~.Q -+--· 
FA, ;dpbd l .0 •0·· 
1'!1, .olpJi,; c (1.] "II-
~. 
0<,~LO-~I,OL0_~6SO--I:L>-'_c;:">O ""-ILDG--S\0 9.:LO_··a_· -·~-lL:~-···:c0·21·~":;-I•O•!,O~i_jiOO 
Number of Categories 
Figure 19: GA and FA error rates on tra.in data of Letter Image Recognition t<esk, with n~duced 
set of 11 featun1s. 
Letter Image Recognition (1·educ<~d t(~aturc set): 
Performante on Test Data with 5 Voters 
1;1\, (Jc>lom,; ) .o ~ 
;;;,, <JCUJI(,.t !, .0 --1---
Fi\, ,\lpiH I. V ·0--
" 
FJ,, «lphd 0.' 
' 
I 0 
Numbel' of Categories 
Figure 20: GA and FA error rates, with 5 voters, on test data of Ll'\ter lmagc:1 Recognition task 
with reducc:ld set of lJ f<~aturc:1s. Ordinate represents avemge number of ca.tegories used by the 5 
voting systems. 
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Vowel Word Vowel Word 
~--- ····- TE~-~.~-(f -------- --() ..... -.- --TfOa--
Hid C: Ho;nd 
E H<'<Hl u Hood 
A Had u: Who'd 
a: Hard :3: Heard 
Y Hud 
'1\tble :3: Words used for re.c:ording vowels to create vowel recognition datab;we (adapted from 
Robinson, 19K9). 
Robinson used this data. to investigate several typt>s of neural network algorithms (Robinson, 
Hl89). Hr> partitioned the data. into 52K samples for training, from four malr~ and four female 
S]W.alwrs, a.]](] 462 s<tmples f{Jr testing, from the remaining four male and three. female speakers. 
He t~xamined severalneuralnetwork chtssifiers: a. single-l;tyer pnrc:eptron, multilayer networks with 
sigmoidal, Gaussi<111, <111d quadratic activation functions, a. modified Kanerva. model, and radial 
ba.sis networks, training <'<H:h network c:onJiguration one<' for :3,000 epochs. He also evaluaVtd tlw 
nea.rest-rwighbor classifier, which achieved the best perfonnance. Robinson's results are shown in 
tho first part of Table 4. 
Much better results on this databa.se were ohta.irwd with a. JH1W ela.ssifier called Growing Cell 
StructuH'S (GCS), which is simihlr to a radial ba.sis rwtwork (Fril.zke, 1994). With GCS, ea.ch 
radi<tl basis function cmT<~sponds to <1 cell in a self-orga1lizing f('ature ma.p (Grossberg, 1976, 1978; 
I<ohonel1, 1984; Malsburg, 197:l), a topological graph of a preconfigun'd dimensionality, ill whieh 
karning of input pa.tt<~rns is sha.rcd 1H:~twcnn a ee1J a.nd its twan~f:lt neighbors in tlw graph. Each 
cell's basis funetion (eg, a. Gaussian distributiol1) h<1s a stmrda.rd dcwiation determined by the 
me<w length of graph edges comH•cted to that cell. Self-organization of the RHF layer and the 
supervised adaptation or output weights ;.ne, done in parallel during tra.ining, a,nd tntining <-'.nor is 
used to det<~rminc~ v/here to insert new cells. 
Like GA, ther<)fOr<', GCS incn•nwntally erea.t<'S the a.ppropriatn l1Umber of hidden units to 
adequately perl(>rm tlw input/output mapping, using smooth basis functions. Unlike GA, how-
evc,r, GCS dons not usc simple Joea.l update ruJns whieh could hn readily implmne1lted ill parall<'l 
ha:rdwa.rn. Insc)'rtion of 110w ce"Jls into tl.H:'- graph is a particularly complex nonlocaJ OJWration (::wo 
Fritzlw, 1994, pagn1447). 'I'h<' GCS rnsults of Fritzke (1994) arn sumnmriz"d in the seeond section 
of 'fable 4, in which results from three nms of a. thnw-dimt'nsimml CCS system, and two nms of 
a five-dimensional GCS systnm, an~ averaged. 
The ]'(~Sults of FA and GA arc shown in th<• third and fourth snetions of Table 4. Unlike the 
other neural network systmns, FA ;wd GA both trai1led vnry rapidly, achieving thnir maximum 
performance aftr'r just two epochs (excnpt GA, with 'Y = Hi.O, which took longcer). Without voting, 
GA achieved hettm· rcsults (5K% conect) than FA with or without voting, better tlmn all neural 
networks tested by Robinson, and better than the nearest-rwighbor classifier. With 1 = 4.0, this 
n>SuH was obtained using only 2 tra.ining epochs ami 55 c:a.tttgories (hidden units). With voti1lg, 
GA achieved classification results compa.ralrl<; to those of GCS. With 'Y = 4.0, GA a.chieved 62% 
29 
correct using 10 net training epochs (2 t~por:hs and 5 voters= 10 epochs) and 275 catl~gories among 
the 5 trained systmns. By wtting 1 higher('(= 1G.O), GA relaxed more slowly <tnd achieved hotter 
final classification, with 65% corrN:t using 85 net training epochs and 268 categories. 
7 Conclusion 
A rww neuraJ ne.twork archite.eture calle.d Gaussia.n ARTMAP l1as !wen introduced, which is based 
on a synthesis of a Ga.ussian cla.ssifier and an ARTMAP neun1l network. In comparison to anotlwr 
AHTMAP architectune called fm:zy ARTMAP, Gaussian ARTMAP has more complex learning 
rules <tnd choice and match functions, yet retains fuzzy ARTMAP's attntetivt> fast learning and 
parallel computing properties. Gaussian ARTMAP has been shown to generalize bl~tter to test 
data. and to be more resistant to noisy training data than fuzzy All:l'MAP. Gaussian ARTMAP 
has also achieved results on a vowel recognition <l<ttabase which are better than those of many 
standa.rd neural networl< c:lassifiers, <llld comparable to the best previously published results, which 
were achicwed with tlw Growing Cell Structures network (Robinson, 1989, Fritzkc, Hl94). 
Resista.nc:c~ to noise is import<lllt for incremental learning systems, such as fuzzy AHTMAP, 
Caussia.n AHTMAP, and Growing Cdl Structures, which crcatn a sufllcient number of categories, 
or hidden units, to perform a multidinwnsional ma.pping of their t;ra.ining data. In a. rea.l-world 
task, such as ineremnntal learning by a mobil<-~ robot, a nr.t\vork \vould receive a virtua.Hy infinite 
number of \ra.ining sampil'.s, which J.na.y he w.ry noisy, from Sl'nsor inputs. For this reason, it. is 
not Sllfllcil'nt to demonstrate that a network avoids category proliferation wlwn trained for several 
epochs on the same small data. set. In this paper, Gaussia.n Al!TMAP was trahwd on large, noisy 
data sets a.nd a.c:hi\wed very good cla.ssification with only a. modera.te proliferation of categories. 
An <He<t for future investiga.tion is how lwst. to initialize i.lw varia:nce of Gaussian AHTMAP 
categories. Currently, tlwy arc initia.lizcd with a. const<llll variance' of 1 2 in (12). Using a. large 
1 results in slower trainjng with 1(~\:ver categories, whiln nsing a, 0maJJ 1 results in faster training 
with more' categories. !t1 tc~rms of classification rate, an optimal1· exists for ea.ch cl<1ta sl'\, but this 
value varies lwtw(~<:~n data. sets. It might lw usehJl to vary 1 over tim(\ perhaps to sta.rt tra.ining 
with a Iargr~ ''f, and decrease/' as training progrcss<~s. 
Another an~a. for investigation is to further rostritt th(~ proliferation of c.atcgorir:~s. On<~ Wf.ty to 
do this is \0 prmw ca.tngories which arn chosen infn>cruently and/or have low prcdic:tive vahw, as 
wa.s done by Carpenter a.nd Tan (1994) using fu"zy AHTMAP ](Jr the learning of IF THEN ruks 
in medica.! da.ta.hase classification. Similar extra.ction of IF--Tll EN rules based on GA 's category 
1nea.ns, variances, ar1d a priori probabilities is al00 an a.rca. for invr:~stigation. 
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M ultila.yer perer~ptron 
Modified Kanerva Model 
Modifired Kanerva Model 
Radial basis function 
















Ga.ussia.n node network :3,000 528 
Caussian node network :3,000 88 
Gaussia.n node network :3,000 22 
Gaussian noM rwtwork :J,OOO 11 
Square node rwtwork :3,000 88 
Squa.re node network :l,OOO 22 
Squan~ node network :3,000 11 
N ean~st Neighbor 1 528 
~T""h_r_e<-J-'"'d""il-n-er"'rs'"'·i-o-n~a.l;--ocGo-o(cc;scc, ----c8:-c0- 159 
Five-dinwnsional GCS 80 165.5 
~----------~--------~----1-'A, o: = 1.0 2 65 
FA,o:=O.J 2 57 
FA, o: = 1.0, !i voters !0 :325 
FA, rr = 0.1, 5 votrrs JO 28[1 
---------··:------
GA, 1 ~' ~ .0 2 55 
GA, 1 = JG.O 17 5:3.8 
GA, 1 = 4.0, 5 voters 10 275 


































:JO l 65 
----
T'ahle 4: 'rahk~ sllO\VS numlwr or training epochs, nurnber of catngori<-~s, number of correct1y c:Jas-
siflecl S<tmple.s, and perc:ent c.onect c.lassification of speaker independent vowel recognition task 
for several classification nwthods from three different studir,s. 'l'he Jhst snction shows the results 
ohtahwd by H.ohinson on many nernalnetwork classifwrs, a.s well as till' ne;uest rwighbor chrssifier. 
The second section shows the average results obta.ined by Fritzlw with a three-dimensional and 
flve-dinwnsiona.l GCS nntwork. 'I'he third snction shows the results obtained, with and without 
voting, by FA wil;h ex = l.O, and " = O.l. 'I'he fourth section shows results obtained, with and 
without voting, by GA with 1 = 4.0, and 1 = 16.0. 
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input vector for a, tra.ining or testing sample 
number of fl~atures pler sample 
indc~x of ART category 
index of chosen ART category 
fuzzy ART choice function 
picks index j for whieh T;(I) is maximum 
t;a,m(:~ as: w)H.'w) = I 1\ wj1d) 
length of I: I::f~r I; 
weight Vl~ctor for fuzzy ART category j 
fuzzy ART choice parameter 
ART vigihwee pararneter, a,nd ha.S(),line vigihtnt(~ parameter 
me;m vector for G;wssian AHT category j 
variance vector for Gaussian AHT category j 
count seahr for Gaussian ART category j 
a posteriori probability of ea.tegory j given input I 
conditional density of input I given eategory j 
a. priori probability of category j 
num her of A HT cawgories 
Gaussia,n ART choice~ function 
Gaussian AHT match funetion 
Gaussian AHT vari::u1ee initialization par::unetr.r 
ARTMA!' elass prediction J( of chosen category J 
A[{TMAP function whieh maps eategories to a. class prediction 
number of ART systems which are combined via, voting 
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